Russia to Keep Sending Free Weapons to ANSF: Matvienko

MOGADISHU - Russia's upper house speaker Valentina Matvienko on Tuesday said Moscow will continue supplying free weapons to the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) to help fight the Islamic State (IS)insurgent group. In early October, First Vice President Abdul Rashid Dostum asked Russia for military aid amid a fight against militants operating in the country.

"We will continue the work on the organization of gratuitous supply of arms and ammunition to Afghanistan. We want to accelerate the commitment of the Afghan government to modernize the country's air force," Matvienko said at the meeting with Faizal Hashim, the speaker of the upper house of the Afghan Parliament.

According to the Russian law, arms delivery is currently translating to commercial Russian main supplier for the purchase of these military helicopters. Ms. Mariussen stated that Russia is concerned over growing Islamic State (ISIL) influence in Afghanistan.

"We are concerned by the influence of ISIL in Afghanistan and its intentions to abstain from the Taliban," Matvienko said as . . . (More on Page 2)

ARG Opposes Formation of Militia

KABUL - The Presidential Palace (ARG) on Tuesday issued a statement condemning militia forces, calling for further cordonnaries and those behind the plan to halt the process, insisting on the outcome of creating such forces, the Palace said the Afghan Local Police (ALP) forces are effective only within the framework of the Ministry of Interior (MoI), which is currently being implemented with the set deadline.

The statement by ARG was released amid continued calls to create militia forces, with the government officials, lawmakers and other political figures calling for an immediate halt of it. A number of tribal elders and former Mujahideen commanders have already ready . . . (More on Page 2)

German Army Extends Afghan Mission with NATO Partners

EU, EUPOL Urge Govt. to Eliminate Violence Against Women

KABUL - European Union (EU) and United Nations Women Mission (UNWOMEN) in Afghanistan on Tuesday called on the government to end violence against women. The UNWOMEN in Afghanistan urged the government to . . . (More on Page 2)

Violence Against Women Not Acceptable

KABUL - The government has taken measures to end violence against women. The government's efforts are not enough to end the high rate of violence against women, a UN official said on Monday. We have a very good news, that we are getting back. It is important to contribute to the mechanism of strengthening the security architecture. That is a very good news because, until now, we have not had any results. We want to go on with the 'military Russian support' in 2015. That means that we want to continue the progress that has been already made and also facilitate further support. "From the last day, told reporters in Berlin after a meeting with military experts from the 2012 cooperation with NATO in Afghanistan. . . . (More on Page 2)

Govt. Offices Should Implement EAVPs: MAPW

Senators Consider NUG Main Cause of Crisis

KABUL - Members of the Afghan Senate have called for the creation of the National Unity Government (NUG) in order to hold elections, citing the leaders of NUG who now hold the parliamentary elections. Members of the Afghan Senate have called for the creation of the National Unity Government (NUG) in order to hold elections, citing the leaders of NUG who now hold the parliamentary elections.

President Ashraf Ghani has announced the creation of the NUG in order to hold elections, citing the leaders of NUG who now hold the parliamentary elections.
200 Nangarhar Students ‘Linked’ to Daesh, Taliban

taliban:

A high-ranking provincial governor and at least 12 Afghan journalists were among 200 students linked to Daesh in the eastern Nangarhar province, Taliban and media reports said on Monday. Afghans tracked the students, mostly from the local Nangarhar University, to Daesh recruiting agents in the region. The Taliban have not commented on the story.

Daesh ‘Recruiting’ Fighters in Baghlan

Baghlan: A number of Afghan citizens were killed in a Taliban attack in the Baghlan province. The Taliban have not commented on the story.

Hezb-Ul-Tahir seeks to create Islamic Caliphate

Kabul: Hezb-Ul-Tahir seeks to create an Islamic Caliphate in Afghanistan. The group is known for its violent activities and has been involved in several terrorist attacks in the country.

ISIL has So Far Lost 450 Loyals in Afghan Forces Operations: Ummi

Ummi: ISIL’s losses in Afghan forces operations have been significant. The group has lost more than 450 loyalists in recent months.

Afghan National Security (ANS)

The Ministry of Interior Affairs has released a report on the operations of the Taliban in Nangarhar province. The report mentions that the Taliban have lost several fighters in recent operations.

10 Militants Killed in Latest Afghan Cleanup Operations

Kabul: A number of Taliban members have been killed in the latest Afghan cleanup operations. The Ministry of Interior Affairs has released a statement on the operations.

German government to help Afghan National Police

Berlin: Germany has announced plans to help the Afghan National Police in their operations against the Taliban. The government has provided training and equipment to the police force.

Sick Horses Meat Sold to Afghan Police in Balkh

Balkh: Sick horses have been sold to the Afghan police in Balkh province. The police have been accused of neglecting the health of animals and selling them for human consumption.

Outlook Horoscope

Capricorn (Dec. 21-Jan. 19):

Keep up with all of your responsibilities and check your priorities. Be sure of yourself, as you might have a productive day with your own initiative. Be aware of your environment and remember to take care of your dreams in your time. Bring your attention back to your current situation and you will have a great day.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

You might be subject to hours of punishment as you think about an obstacle to your career. For your own interest, be patient and don't worry about your future. Make sure to stay cool and make decisions that can help you in the future.

 Pisces (Mar. 20-Apr. 19):

Your mind is focused on the future, but you must be open to new experiences as well. The new experiences will enhance your mind and lead you to think differently. The future is uncertain, but the present is here, and you must make the most of it.
Insecurity is Supporting Human Smuggling

As there have been insecurity, poverty and discriminations in different parts of world, different types of human smuggling have been identified. Among them one of the most dominating one emerging from the countries with insecurity, disorder and poverty.

Human smuggling takes place when the person being smuggled gains any sort of agreement with the smugglers in return for money to be smuggled to the desired country. The agreement is basically decided on a particular amount of money that has to be paid by the customer to the smuggler after reaching, to the destination. In most of the cases however, the customer has to pay the money in advance, which he has no other option. This creates a sort of problem as well as a reason for the customers to trust the smugglers.

Insecurity is a complex phenomenon and it involves different individuals and some types. The whole process actually involves individuals and groups as various players at different levels that takes place in different forms and through different channels. The techniques used by different individuals and groups differ from one another and they use different methods to achieve their goals. The borders are one of the most dominating facts about human smuggling, that is it includes the risk of life. The illegal ways that are adopted through the process include very risky attempts within which the people can easily get lost. The border policies of some countries can even shoot the people who try to cross those borders illegally. However, the facts show that people consider this much more than the lives they are having in their own countries. People are willing to accept illegal risks.

Human smuggling is a threat in the countries where the standard of living is not satisfied and people suffer. Because if lack of economic facilities or they are threatened by instability that has even jeopardized their lives. Feeling threatened or life threatened by danger, they give up the right of their future to someone when they are not even known. They just want to escape from the poverty and war.

The other main thing in their dreams is better life, which may not be fulfilled at all but they may easily feel the part of the ones who are living in the third world.

Human smuggling is a complex problem of some parts of the world. With the goals of an individual in human smuggling have evolved to a complex and some others are continuing. The smugglers, who are used by smugglers have practically institutionalized; for instance, Mexico and rural Central America, a state from the United States, from West Africa, throughout South America and some parts of South East Asia. Accumulation of criminal logics, the weak societies and the corruption in the countries where smuggling is not controlled, are responsible for the flourishing business of human smuggling.

Afghanistan is a country that has been the victim of this evil. The disintegration of the war and poverty, and insecurity has enveloped the people in their motherland and run towards any country where they can find a better life. The series of civil wars and religious litanies have made the life miserable for most of the people and many have migrated from their homeland to other countries because they have opted for being smuggled. Since the downfall of Taliban the circumstances are correct in country and it is believed that the people who withdraw from the border with international forces and return to the place of origin. Taliban have made security a big challenge for the Afghan National Security Forces in different parts of the country. There are certain attainments that are now under control of Taliban. Civilian people have been suffering much from this ignorance as they are mainly the victims. At the same time, other threatening smuggling groups that are multiplying these crimes are emerging in different parts of country. Taliban is the most dominant among them and is nehmmered by the continuous killing of the poor and innocent people.

People are able to taste the meaning of their lives by leaving the country and human smuggling has come to the scene to rescue them. The number of human smuggling has gradually increased and also the means that are used too much has been increased. Human smuggling has acquired illegal measures. At the same time Afghanistan government must take strict measures to control the export and import of people. For this reason, it becomes important to control the human smuggling to use the legal and social political and social circumstances so that they do not favor this type of activity.

Peace Talks - A Way Out of Decade Long Conflict

By Asmatyari

Afghanistan stands at a crossroads. It has been through a decade long conflict. The country has been torn apart by war. The people have suffered greatly. The international community has been divided over the issue of peace. The Afghan government has been unable to agree on a peace deal with the Taliban. The situation is desperate. The people are tired of war. They want peace. The international community is aware of the need for peace.

The Afghan government has been working on a peace deal with the Taliban. The talks have been ongoing for a long time. The Taliban have been demanding a complete withdrawal of foreign forces from Afghanistan. The Afghan government has been demanding the Taliban to stop their fighting. The talks have been difficult. But there is a hope for a peaceful future. The international community is urging both sides to work towards a peaceful solution.
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NATO! Shining Attitude of the Mission in Afghanistan

By Abdul Ahad Bahrami
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Russia

a meeting, with Afghanistan's top nuclear scientist Fazl Ahmad Zakirov. Afghan news services reported that the meeting took place in Kabul, although details about the meeting were not immediately available.

A report by theakhbar.com, a local news website, said that the meeting was held in the presence of the Afghan president, Abdullah Abdullah, and the Afghan foreign minister, Haneef Atmar.

The meeting was reportedly held to discuss ways to improve relations between the two countries, with a focus on economic cooperation and security.

China

President Xi Jinping of China met with his Afghan counterpart, Ashraf Ghani, in Beijing. The meeting was held in the framework of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) summit, which was held in China in June 2018.

The meeting was aimed at strengthening bilateral relations between the two countries and enhancing cooperation in various fields, including trade, investment, and security.

The two leaders also discussed ways to resolve the ongoing conflict in Afghanistan, which has been ongoing since the fall of the Taliban regime in 2001.
French and Russian Authorities to Increase Fan Zone Security

PARIS - French and Russian authorities plan to increase security at fan zones at next year’s Euro-2016 tournament and the 2016 World Cup in Brazil, French Interior Minister Matthias Fekki and Russian Interior Minister Vladimir Churov announced Tuesday. The French minister said Tuesday that security measures would be increased at the 12 host cities scheduled from June 11-12 in France, but he declined to give details. “The fan zones will be protected,” Fekki told French Sports Minister Valérie Fourneyron, who is coordinating the organizing committee. “There will be a security plan our cabinet has decided upon,” Fourneyron said. There was a particular focus on provoca-
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Refugee Crisis Persists if Terrorism Not Tackled: Iran

Refugee groups could drive Afghanistan towards further insecurity.

"We will not allow any force outside the National Police, the National Army and the NDS to defend the country," Gen Shomari emphasised. "We will not allow anyone to force us back the past."

Most of Afghan children are affected mentally due to past Wars: MoPH

Afghan Students in Peshawar Demand Reopening of University

Pakistan Voted to Not Create Trade Problems for Afghanistan

Militia Groups will not be Allowed: Security officials

Six Children Affected in NCAI

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) on Tuesday announced in several districts of Badakhshan that include the main cause of mental diseases is violence. According to the new research, 85% of people under study are affected mentally due to post-traumatic stress disorder. According to the study, 72% of people are victims of depression, 60% of whom are women. The rates of people suffering from anxiety are 50%.
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